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AbstractThis project describes a method for approximating posterior expectationsof functions of the parameter. First the posterior density of a data dependenttransformation Zt of the parameter is expressed as a form close to a normaldensity. Next, a version of Stein's Identity is applied to the posterior distri-bution to obtain posterior moments of Zt. Then the results are converted toderive second-order approximations to posterior expectations of functions (notnecessarily positive) of the parameter.
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1 Introduction
Let g(�) be a smooth function on the parameter space �. The estimation of theposterior mean of g(�), given a sample of observations x(t), requires integraion over� of the form

Et�[g(�)] = E�[g(�)jjx(t)] =
R� g(�)e`t(�)�(�)d�R� e`t(�)�(�)d� ; (1)

where `t is the log-likelihood function. If the likelihood function has a dominantmode, Laplace method will be suitable for approximating the integrals. Many authorshave applied Laplace method to �nd approximations to the ratios of integrals in (1).For example, Lindley [2] derived the second order approximation for the integral.
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Tierney and Kadane [5] applied the Laplace method in a special form in which gis assumed to be positive, the integrand of the numerator in (1) is expressed asexp[`t(�) + logg(�) + log�(�)] (called fully exponential Laplace approximations) andis expanded at the mode of the integrand itself, rather than at the posterior mode. Fora general function g (possibly non-positive), Tierney, Kass, and Kadane [6] obtained asecond order expansion of the posterior expectation by applying the fully exponentialmethod to approximate the moment generating function Et�[exp(sg(�))] and thendi�erentiating (called the MGF method).In this project we present a method, based on a version of Stein's Identity, forthe problem of estimating the posterior mean of a smooth function of the parameter.First the posterior density of a data dependent transformation Zt (2) of the parameteris converted into a form close to a normal density. Next, a version of Stein's Identityis applied to the posterior distribution to obtain posterior moments of Zt. Then theresults are converted to derive second-order approximations to posterior expectationsof functions (not necessarily positive) of the parameter.
2 The Model and Stein's Identity
Let Xt be a random vector distributed according to a family of probability densitiespt(xtj�), where t is a discrete or continuous parameter and � 2 �, an open subset in<p. Assume that the log-likelihood function, denoted by `t(�), is twice continuouslydi�erentiable with respect to �. Throughout let �̂t be a root of the likelihood equationsatisfying r`t(�̂t) = 0, where r indicates di�erentiation with respect to �. Wheneversuch a root exists and �r2`t(�̂t) is positively de�nite, we de�ne �t and the datadependent transformation Zt as

�0t�t = �r2`t(�̂t)
Zt = �t(� � �̂t); (2)

otherwise, de�ne �t and Zt arbitrarily (in a measurable way).Consider a Bayesian model in which � has a prior density �. Then the posteriordensity of � given data xt is �t(�) / e`t(�)�(�), and the posterior density of Zt is
�t(z) / �t(�(z)) / e`t(�)�`t(�̂t)�(�); (3)
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where the relation of � and z is given in (2). Now a Taylor's expansion gives
`t(�) = `t(�̂t) + 12(� � �̂t)0r2`t(��t )(� � �̂t);

where ��t lies between � and �̂t. Let
ut(�) = �12(� � �̂t)0[r2`t(�̂t)�r2`t(��t )](� � �̂t);

it follows that `t(�) = `t(�̂t)� 12 jjztjj2 + ut(�) (4)
and (3) can be rewritten as �t(z) / �p(z)ft(z); (5)
where ft(z) = �(�(z))exp[ut(�)] and �p(z) denotes the standard p-variate normaldensity.Throughout r� and r2� denote the gradient and Hessian of � with respect to �,rf and r2f the gradient and Hessian of f with respect to Z, and Et� and V t� theconditional expectation and variance given data xt.

Stein's Identity Let �p denote the standard p-variate normal distribution and write
�ph = Z hd�p

for functions h for which the integral is �nite. Next let � denote a �nite signedmeasure of the form d� = fd�p; where f is a real-valued function de�ned on <p
satisfying �pjf j = R jf jd�p < 1: For k > 0, denote Hk as the collection of allmeasurable functions h : <p ! < for which jh(z)j=b � 1 + jjzjjk for some b > 0 andH = [k�0Hk. Given h 2 Hk, let h0 = �ph, hp = h,

hj(y1; :::; yj) = Z
<p�j

h(y1; :::; yj; w)�p�j(dw); (6)
and

gj(y1; :::; yp) = e 12y2j Z 1

yj [hj(y1; :::; yj�1; w)� hj�1(y1; :::; yj�1)]e� 12w2dw; (7)
for �1 < y1; :::; yp < 1 and j = 1; :::; p. Then let Uh = (g1; :::; gp)T . Note that Umay be iterated. Let V h = (U 2h+U 2h0)=2, where U 2h is the p�p matrix whose j-thcolumn is Ugj and gj is as in (7). Then V h is a symmetric matrix. For example, forz 2 <p, if h(z) = z1, then Uh(z) = (1; 0; :::; 0)T and if h(z) = jjzjj2, then Uh(z) = z.
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Lemma 2.1 (Stein0s Identity) Let r be a nonnegative integer. Suppose that d� =fd�p as above, where f is a di�erentiable function on <p, for whichZ
<p
jf jd�p + Z

<p
(1 + jjzjjr)jjrf(z)jj�p(dz) <1;

then �h = �1 � �ph+ Z
<p

(Uh(z))Trf(z)�p(dz);
for all h 2 Hr. If @f=@zj ; j = 1; :::; p, are di�erentiable, andZ

<p
(1 + jjzjjr)jjr2f(z)jj�p(dz) <1;

then

�h = �1 � �ph+ �p(Uh)T Z
<p
rf(z)�p(dz) + Z

<p
tr[(V h(z))r2f(z)]�p(dz);

for all h 2 Hr:
Observe from (5) that the posterior distribution of Zt is of a form suitable forStein's Identity. Let Bt denote the event fr`t(�̂t) = 0;�r2`t(�̂t) is positively de�niteg:Suppose that � has a compact support �1 2 � and r� is continuous. Then, jjr�jj isbounded on �1 and we can verify thatZ

<p
jf jd�p + Z

<p
(1 + jjzjjr)jjrft(z)jj�p(dz) <1:

Hence, by Lemma 2.1
Et�fh(Zt)g = �ph+ Et�f[Uh(Zt)]Trft(Zt)ft(Zt) g; (8)

a:e: on Bt, for all h 2 H. If also r2� is continuous, then similar arguments lead to
Et�fh(Zt)g = �ph+ (�pUh)TEt�[rft(Zt)ft(Zt) ] + Et�ftr[V h(Zt)r2ft(Zt)ft(Zt) ]g (9)

a:e: on Bt, for all h 2 H.
3 Main Results
In this section we present approximations of posterior moments of Zt and use it toderive posterior means and variances of g(�).
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Lemma 3.2 If h(z) = zizj, 1 � i � j � p, then
(i) gj(z) = zi and gk(z) = 0 for k 6= j
(ii) �Uh = (0; � � � ; 0)T
(iii) tr[V h(z)r2ft(z)ft(z) ] = [r2ft(z)ft(z) ]ij :

Et�(r�� ) = r�̂̂� + O(t�1) and Et�(r2�� ) = r2�̂�̂ + O(t�1): (10)
Theorem 3.1

(i)Et�Zt = (�Tt )�1[(r�̂̂� ) + 12U ] + O(t�3=2);
(ii)V t� Zt = Ip + (�Tt )�1[(r2�̂�̂ ) + (r�̂̂� )(r�̂T�̂ ) +W ]��1t + O(t�2);

where U is a vector and W a matrix involving higher order derivatives of `.
4 Applications
4.1 Linkage example

Here we consider an example presented in Rao [3] and reexamined by Tanner andWong [4] and references therein. From a genetic linkage model, it is believed that197 animals are distributed multinomially into four categories, y = (y1; y2; y3; y4) =(125; 18; 20; 34), with cell probabilities speci�ed by ( 12 + �4 ; 1��4 ; 1��4 ; �4).Tanner and Wong [4] also consider a second version of the sata in which the samplesize is reduced by a factor of 10, y = (125; 18; 20; 34). As suggested in their paper,here we choose the uniform prior for � 2 (0; 1) and assess the performance of ourmethod using both the large sample and small sample data. Table 1 reports the exactposterior means and variances of � (carried out by matlab), and the approximationsusing our approach.
Table: Linkage example

Large sample Small sampleMethod posterior mean posterior variance posterior mean posterior varianceExact 0.6228 0.0026 0.5704 0.0225Stein 0.6233 0.0028 0.5615 0.0220
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5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we use Stein's Identity to approximate posterior moments of a suitablynormalized quantity. These moments are useful in the evaluation of posterior meansand variances of g(�). Unlike Laplace method (for positive function), ours requiresthird derivatives of `t, but we need only posterior mode for all g. Some formulaspresented here are new, while some agree with results in earlier approaches such asJohnson [1] and Tierney, Kass, and Kadane [6].
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